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the Hadithification of  Sunna    

    Aisha Y.   Musa    

   Introduction 

 Today, the words   � ad ī th  and  sunna  are nearly synonymous in the minds 
of most Muslims and non-Muslims alike. Since the time of Mu � ammad 
ibn Idr ī s al-Sh ā fi cī  (d. 204/820), the   � ad ī th  have been seen as the primary 
repository of the Prophetic  Sunna  and an essential part of Islamic scripture. 
Indeed, the  Sa �ī�   of al-Bukh ā r ī  is considered by many to be the second 
most important text after the Qur ʾā n. Thus, the concept of  sunna  is seen by 
most as inextricably linked to   � ad ī th  literature. This chapter will contribute 
to the work in this volume by demonstrating the ways in   � ad ī th  litera-
ture developed in the service of  fiqh , and the ways in which that literature 
solidified both the sunnification of   � ad ī th  the hadithification of  sunna . The 
usage of the term  sunna  will be examined at two levels. First, at the level of 
the   � ad ī th collections themselves; this includes how the compilers use the 
word in the titles of sections and subsections and how they organize sec-
tions and subsections in relation to each other, as well as appearance of the 
term in the titles of   � ad ī th  collections. As the following analysis will show, 
hadithification of the concept of  sunna —and indeed, religious knowledge 
more broadly—is clearly apparent in the evolution of   � ad ī th  collections, 
the internal organization of those collections, and in the composition of 
the Sunni canon. The second level of analysis is of the terminology in indi-
vidual   � ad ī th  reports: how and in what contexts is the word  sunna  and/or 
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its related verbs used in those reports and by whom? What is described as 
 sunna ? Who institutes a  sunna ? This analysis at both the level of the collec-
tions themselves and the level individual reports will help to shed light on 
the evolution of the Muslim community’s understanding of the nature and 
scope of  sunna  in the formative period. 

 The Arabic noun  sunna  is derived from the verb  sanna . Among the 
meanings of this verb is “he instituted, practiced, or prescribed” a custom 
or practice, whether good or bad, that others followed after him.  1   The noun 
 sunna  means “a way, course, rule, mode, or manner, of acting or conduct 
or life,” in particular, one “that has been instituted, or pursued, by former 
people, and has become one pursued by those after them.”  2   The term  sunna  
relates first and foremost to actions. As a technical religious term, it has 
come to mean the behavior of the Prophet Mu � ammad, and Islamic law 
recognizes three categories of behavior: those things that the Prophet said 
( al-sunna al-qawliyya ), those things that he did ( al-sunna al-fi c liyya ), and 
those things of which he tacitly approved ( al-sunna la-taqr ī riyya ).  3   

 Despite the common and widespread conflation of the two terms, in his 
seminal work on the topic, Ignaz Goldziher notes that early Muslim schol-
ars drew a clear distinction between the terms  sunna  and   � ad ī th . Goldziher 
cites the examples of the three early jurists  4   Sufy ā n al-Thawr ī  (d. 161/778) 
who was characterized as “an imam in the   � ad ī th  but not in the sunna;” his 
contemporary, al-Awz ā ’ ī  (d.157/774), who was described as an imam in the 
 sunna  but not the   � ad ī th , and M ā lik b. Anas (d. 179/795) “was an undis-
puted master in both” fields. Goldziher describes the authority on   � ad ī th  
as having “gathered much material about the Prophet’s sayings,” while an 
authority on  sunna  knows “what is to be taken as the traditional norm in 
rights and laws.”  5   Given this clear early distinction, how and when did the 
two terms become linked? The linkage between the concept of  sunna  with 
the vehicle of   � ad ī th  was forged over the course of the second and third 
Hijr ī  centuries, as the community shifted from relying on recitation and 
memorization to writing as the primary means of preserving and dissemi-
nating information about the Prophet and the early community, and   � ad ī th  
literature was born.  6    

  The Importance of Stories: Forging 
the Link between   � ad ī th  and  sunna  

 The importance of stories as a means for informing the ever growing, multi-
cultural Muslim  umma  about the practices of Mu � ammad and the com-
munity of Medina contributed to the emergence and evolution of   � ad ī th  
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literature, from brief personal collections, often referred to as   � a �ī fa  (note-
book) , ajz ā ’  (volume), and  nuskha  (copy),  7   to the large formal collections 
that make up the canon. Stories about the Prophet Mu � ammad and the 
earliest community of Muslims served as an important source of practical 
knowledge, first orally and then in writing, as Islam spread. The use of sto-
ries for elucidation and edification is not unique to Islam or to the Qur’ ā n. 
Stories are integral to human society and play a crucial role in all religious 
traditions. Richard Bulliet, in  Islam: the View from the Edge , notes the men-
tion of Muhammad’s companions (as opposed to any mention of who in 
an area was the first to memorize or own a copy of the Qur’ ā n) in Muslim 
literature as evidence of the primary importance of those companions as 
sources of information for the early Muslims in newly conquered lands. 
He argues that these companions used their memories of Mu � ammad—or 
what they learned from others about him—to answer questions about the 
faith and practice asked by new converts in the conquered lands. He further 
supports this argument with the fact that the most important collections of 
  � ad ī th  focus primarily on matters of practical importance in the daily lives 
of Muslims.  8   

 The Qur’ ā n itself sets the precedent for the role of stories in the Muslim 
community by recounting stories of previous Prophets and communities as 
teaching examples. The term   � ad ī th  is one of the words that the Qur’ ā n uses 
for such stories.  9   The other term that the Qur’ ā n uses is  qa � a �  , which it uses 
both alone and in combination with   � ad ī th .  10   A third Arabic word  khabar  
(pl.  akhbar ), meaning report, is also used in relation to such stories. While it 
does not appear in the Qur’ ā n, the word  khabar  (report) is used interchange-
ably with   � ad ī th  in the works of Mu � ammad ibn Idr ī s of al-Sh ā fi cī  (d. 204 
AH/820 CE), who plays a critical role in forging the link between  sunna  
and   � ad ī th .  11   In the late second/early third  hijri  centuries, al-Sh ā fi cī  (d. 204 
AH/820 CE) articulated arguments that were pivotal in defining the term 
 sunna  as the behavior of the Prophet Mu � ammad—rather than the behav-
ior of the early community more broadly—and in defining   � ad ī th  as the 
indispensable repository of  sunna . By correlating the Qur’ ā nic term   � ikma , 
in the phrase  al-kit ā b wal- � ikma , with  sunna , al-Sh ā fi cī  laid the foundations 
for arguments that would eventually grant   � ad ī th the status of a secondary 
form of unrecited revelation ( wa � y ghayr matl ū  ). It is this understanding of 
the nature and role of   � ad ī th  as the repository of the Prophetic  sunna  (as a 
secondary form of revelation) that has led to the common understanding 
of the terms   � ad ī th  and  sunna  as quasi-synonyms and conferred scriptural 
authority on the.   � ad ī th    12   

 Although they appear to be used synonymously in the Qur’ ā n and other 
early literature due to their lexical affinity, over time, the three words came 
to have distinct uses. The term  qa � a �   has come be used in the broadest sense 
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of religious preaching,  13   and  khabar  has come to be used for almost any type 
of informative report, while   � ad ī th  has generally come to be limited to those 
stories that report the Prophet’s own words and deeds, that is, the Prophetic 
 sunna .  14   The process of linkage and limitation demonstrates the sunnifica-
tion of   � ad ī th . The importance of legal concerns dominated the use of, 
  � ad ī th  leading to the corollary phenomenon—that in this volume is referred 
to as the hadithification of  sunna .  

  The Impact of  Fiqh  

  Fiqh  is a separate Islamic science, with a separate body of literature, and is 
addressed in another chapter of this volume; however, it is discourses in  fiqh  
that have had perhaps the greatest impact in forging the seemingly neces-
sary and inextricably link between  sunna  and   � ad ī th.  Mu � ammad ibn Idr ī s 
al-Sh ā fi cī  (d. 204 AH/820 CE) has been long been recognized for his con-
tributions to Islamic law, in particular, for defining the outlines of jurispru-
dential methodology ( u �ū l al-fiqh ). Wael Hallaq has shown that his status 
as the premier theorist of Islamic jurisprudence came in later generations 
rather than during his lifetime and has recognized that al-Sh ā fi cī ’s greatest 
contribution was establishing   � ad ī th  as an indispensable source of law.  15   
Al-Sh ā fi cī  argued that it is only through stories of the Prophet’s teachings 
and behavior that Muslims can know the details of key religious obligations, 
such as prayer and almsgiving.  16   Widespread acceptance of al-Sh ā fi cī ’s argu-
ments for   � ad ī th  as the repository of  sunna  eventually led to the hadithifica-
tion of  sunna .  

  Sunn ī � ad ī th Collections 

  Had ī th  collections evolved over the course of the first two Hijri centuries 
from small personal collections apparently meant as memory aids and 
teaching devices to volumes arranged by legal topics or the identity of nar-
rators and, finally, to those arranged by the  sunna , established by reports, 
and appropriately titled “sunan” works. The most revered   � ad ī th  collections 
are referred to by Sunni Muslims as  al-kutub  or  al-  � i �ā�  al-sitta . Over the 
course of the sixth-seventh AH/twelfth-thirteenth centuries CE,  17   these 
came to include the two   � a �ī� s  of al-Bukh ā r ī  (d. 256 AH/870 CE) and 
Muslim (d. 261 AH/875 CE) and the  Sunan  works of Ab ū  Daw ū d (d. 275 
AH/888 CE), al-Tirmidh ī  (d. 279 AH/892 CE), al-Nas ā ’ ī  (d. 303 AH/915 
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CE), and Ibn M ā ja (d. 273 AH/886 CE). Of these, the  Sunan  of Ibn M ā ja 
was the last to gain a place in the  Sound Six .  18   Thus, of  al-  � i �ā�  al-sitta , four 
are  sunan  works, making them the majority of the Sunn ī  canon. 

 These canonized  sunan  collections are:

     ● Sunan  Ab ū  Daw ū d (d. 275 AH/888 CE)  
    ● Sunan  al-Nas ā ’ ī  (d. 303 AH/915 CE)  
    ● Sunan  al-Tirmidh ī  (d. 279 AH/892 CE)  
    ● Sunan  Ibn M ā ja (d. 273 AH/886 CE)  19      

 While these works—together with the   � a �ī� s  of al-Bukh ā r ī  and Muslim—
take pride of place in the canon, there are several other collections that 
are currently also treated as part of the canon. These include yet another 
 sunan  work, the  Sunan  of al-D ā rim ī  (d. 255 AH/868 CE).  20   Additional 
collections both predate and exist outside the canon. With the exception 
of  Sunan al-D ā rim ī  , the extant  Sunan  collections postdate the other major 
collections of   � ad ī th . This lateness, together with their predominance in 
the Sunn ī  canon, represents the climax of hadithification of the concept of 
 sunna . An examination of different types of   � ad ī th  literature clearly reveals 
development in the community’s understandings  sunna  and its relation-
ship with   � ad ī th .  

  Mu � annaf Collections 

 Following small personal collections, topically arranged ( mu � annaf ) works 
appear in the mid second/eighth century. The earliest extant  mu � annaf  work 
is the  Muwa �� a  of the Medinan scholar M ā lik b. Anas (d. 179 AH/795CE), 
the eponymous founder of the Maliki school of Sunni jurisprudence and 
teacher of Muhammad ibn Idr ī s al-Sh ā fi ʿī  (d. 204 AH/820 CE). The 
 Muwa �� a  is discussed in detail in the chapter on  fiqh  in this volume, but 
it merits mention here because it is considered part of the Sunni   � ad ī th  
canon and is evidence of both the influence of  fiqh  on l   � ad ī th  iterature and 
evidence for the evolution of that literature in service to the demands of 
 fiqh.  The  Muwa �� a  is clearly a book of  fiqh , rather than a   � ad ī th collection, 
per se. Brown notes that the  Muwa �� a  combines Prophetic reports with the 
statements of his companions and their successors, as well as the opinions 
of M ā lik himself. Yasin Dutton has convincingly argued that the  Muwa �� a  is 
representative of a time when the term  sunna  was not yet linked intimately 
to   � ad ī th , a time when the term   � ad ī th  referred to text and  sunna  referred to 
action.  21   It would be M ā lik’s student, Mu � ammad b. Idr ī s al-Shafi cī , whose 
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arguments would be instrumental in making the texts of   � ad ī th  integral to 
the understanding of the term  sunna.  Although it is not technically a col-
lection of   � ad ī th  proper, M ā lik’s  Muwa �� a  is generally considered part of the 
Sunni canon and is therefore included in the digital encyclopedia of Sunni 
  � ad ī th  literature ( maws ūᶜ at al- � ad ī th ) published online by Saudi Arabia’s 
Ministry of Religious Affairs.  22   What is pertinent to the current discussion 
is the fact that the term  sunna  appears more often in the  Muwa �� a  than 
in any of the other canonized collections of   � ad ī th .  23   Brown describes the 
 Muwa �� a  and similar early  mu � annaf  works as essentially being “transcripts 
of legal debates,” the result of attempts by pious scholars to answer ques-
tions about faith and practice.  24    

  Musnad Collections 

  Musnad  collections are those in which the reports are arranged according 
to the name of the original narrator, beginning with the first four caliphs 
( khulaf ā ’ al-r ā shid ū n ), followed by the companions (  � a �ā ba ), with the 
reports further subdivided according to the successors—the next genera-
tion of Muslims who came after the companions—who transmitted from 
them. Emerging after the  mu � annaf  collections of the late second/eighth 
and early third/ninth centuries, these collections focus on reports with 
chains of narrators that go back to the Prophet, himself. Because of this, 
according to Brown, they are considered   � ad ī th  collections proper.  25   This 
focus on Prophetic reports, in preference to reports of the Prophet’s com-
panions and their successors, reveals a further refinement of the concept 
of  sunna  as the words and deeds of the Prophet. As Brown observes, “the 
testimony of Muhammad would trump all other figures of authority and 
become the predominant focus of hadith collections.”  26   At the same the 
time  musnad , which literally means supported, demonstrates an increasing 
interest in determining the reliability of   � ad ī th  texts. Thus, the  musnad  col-
lections responded to both an increasing interest in the reliability of reports 
and the delineation of  sunna  as the example of the Prophet himself, to the 
exclusion of others. 

 The earliest extant  Musnad  is that attributed Ab ū  Daw ū d al- � ay ā lis ī  
(d. c. 203 AH/819 CE). Siddiqi notes, on the basis of internal evidence, that 
although it is attributed to al- � ay ā lis ī , this  Musnad  was actually compiled 
and organized by al- � ay ā lis ī ’s student, Y ū nus b.  � ab ī b, who had learned 
the traditions from his teacher.  27    Musnad  collections are also attributed to a 
number of others scholars of the third/ninth century as well.  28   One report 
found that  Musnad al- � ay ā lis ī   and other later collections bear particular 
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importance for the nature and scope of the term  sunna . It is a report on the 
authority of Jar ī r b.  c Abd All ā h, who quotes the Prophet as saying:

  One who introduces a good  sunna  in Islam which is done after him will 
have a reward like those who did it, without their rewards being diminished 
in any way, and one who introduced an evil  sunna  in Islam which is done 
after him will bear the burden like that those who did it without theirs being 
diminished in any way.  29     

 Although this might be understood as a  sunna qawliyya —because the 
Prophet reportedly said it when an unidentified man among the An �ā r 
responded to the Prophet’s call for his followers to give whatever they 
could in charity, and the people then followed the man’s example—two 
factors suggest otherwise. First, not all versions of the report give the sur-
rounding context but only report the Prophet’s declaration, as is evident 
in the variants found in later collections, including the most well-known 
 Musnad —that of A � mad ibn  � anbal (d. 241 AH/855 CE).  30   Second, this 
report makes a key distinction between  sunna  that is good and  sunna  that 
is bad. This report suggests that, according to the Prophet himself,  sunna  is 
something broader than his own practices, or even those of his companions, 
and in keeping with the meaning of the verb  sanna , as mentioned above, 
but includes good or bad practices instituted by anyone, which are followed 
by others. Variations of this particular report appear across the spectrum 
of   � ad ī th  collections and introduce a degree of ambivalence related to the 
nature of  sunna  as recommended attitude or behavior following the exam-
ple of Mu � ammad himself.  

  Sunan Collections 

 The word  sunan  is the plural of  sunna.  These collections are generally given 
the title of  Sunan , followed by the name of the compiler. For example  Sunan 
Ab ū  Daw ū d , is the title of the  � ad ī th collection attributed to Ab ū  Daw ū d 
al-Sijist ā n ī  (d. 275 AH/888CE). The majority of the  sunan  works appear 
rather late as a genre of  � adith literature, well after the appearance of the 
 sa �ī fah ,  mu � annaf , and  musnad  collections, and after al-Sh ā fi cī ’s (d. 204/820) 
arguments for linking the concept of  sunna  exclusively to the precedents set 
by the Prophet Mu � ammad, defining the  sunna  as  sunnat al-nab ī  . Therefore, 
the  sunan  works are perhaps the most important demonstration of the link-
age of  sunna  with   � ad ī th. A ccording to Siddiqi, “the  sunan  works consti-
tute the richest branch of   � ad ī th  literature.”  31   These collections are arranged 
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topically according to the practices ( sunan ) that they report, and represent 
further progress in the development of   � ad ī th  literature, combining a focus 
on Prophetic reports with the topical arrangement needed to facilitate 
addressing questions of faith and practice. A major aim of the  sunan  works 
was to include reports that would be particularly applicable to law, ritual, 
and behavior.  32   Although the compilers of  sunan  works frequently included 
useful reports that were doubtful or disputed in terms of their authenticity, 
they did not do so haphazardly or carelessly. On the contrary, they carefully 
noted weaknesses of and disputes about those reports.  33   Among the most 
important of the  Sunan  works are those of Ab ū  Daw ū d (d. 275 AH/888 
CE), al-Tirmidh ī  (d. 279 AH/892 CE), al-Nas ā ’ ī  (d. 303 AH/915 CE), 
Ibn M ā ja (d. 273 AH/886 CE), al-D ā rim ī  (d. 255 AH/868 CE),  34   and 
al-D ā raqu 	 n ī  (d. 385 AH/995 CE). All but the last two of these collections 
are considered to be part of the  al- � i �ā�  al-sitta.  (literally,  the six authentic 
collections ), which together with the collections of al-Bukh ā r ī  and Muslim, 
form the Sunni  � ad ī th canon. It is in the  sunan  works that we find the most 
clear and sustained treatment of  sunna  and its importance 

  Sunan  al-D ā rim ī  is among the earliest  sunans , and it provides important 
insights into the compiler’s understanding of the nature and scope of  sunna . 
Before addressing topics of doctrine, ritual, and behavior, he begins with an 
introduction that opens with a subsection on the ignorant and misguided 
state of the Arabs prior to the Prophet’s call.  35   He follows this with a section 
on descriptions of the Prophet found in previous scriptures;  36   this is followed 
by subsections containing reports on the various miracles with which God 
had blessed the Prophet throughout his life.  37   After this, al-D ā rim ī  includes 
reports of the Prophet’s goodness, generosity, and humility, followed by 
reports of his death and miracles that occurred after his death,  38   including 
a report of 70,000 angels surrounding his grave, beating their wings and 
praying for the Prophet.  39   All of these reports highlight the specialness of 
the Prophet and his status, vis- à -vis believers, and build up to what follows: 
a subsection on following the  sunna  ( ittib āᶜ  al-sunna ). Al-D ā rim ī  opens this 
subsection with a report about the Prophet’s farewell sermon, related on the 
authority of  c Irb ā�  b. S ā riya:

  The Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) prayed the dawn prayer with 
us and then preached a sermon that brought tears to our eyes and fear to our 
hearts. Then someone said: “O Messenger of God, this seems to be a farewell 
sermon. So, what do you command us?” Then he [the Prophet] said: “I com-
mand you to beware God and listen and obey, even if an Abyssinian slave is 
your leader after me. You will see many disputes, but and the  sunna  of the 
rightly guided Caliphs is incumbent upon you ( fa-ᶜalaykum bi-sunnat ī  wa 
sunnat al-khulaf ā ’al-r ā shid ī n al-mahdiyyin ). Hold fast to it and avoid novel-
ties, for every novelty is innovation.”  40     
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 Here, after clearly emphasizing the Prophet’s special nature and status, 
al-D ā rim ī  gives us the Prophet’s final order to his followers regarding  sunna , 
which is contrasted with novelties ( mu � dath ā t ). The former is incumbent 
upon (  c alaykum ) and the latter is to be avoided by ( iyy ā kum ) the audience 
of the Prophet. More importantly,  sunna  includes both the Prophet’s own 
 sunna   and  that of the rightly guided caliphs. Al-D ā rim ī  further empha-
sizes the importance of the  sunna  by quoting reports from al-Zuhr ī  and 
al-Shayb ā n ī  on the danger of leaving aside the  sunna . According to al-Zuhr ī , 
adhering to the  sunna  is salvation ( al-i c ti �ā m bil-sunna naj ā t ), and accord-
ing to al-Shayb ā n ī , religion disappears one  sunna  at a time ( yadhhab al-d ī n 
sunnatan sunnatan ).  41   

 In a later subsection of his introduction, al-D ā rim ī  deals with the pres-
ervation of   � ad ī th  from the Prophet, relating a variety of reports in which 
the Prophet declares that hellfire awaits anyone who attributes things to 
the Prophet that he did not say.  42   There are also many subsections on a 
broad range of issues related to knowledge (  c ilm ), including its importance, 
the status of the learned (  c ulam ā ’ ), the importance of sincere intention in 
seeking knowledge, and the question of committing   � ad ī th  and   c ilm  to 
writing. This shows the hadithification of the concept of   c ilm  in addition 
to the hadithification of the concept of  sunna , and is representative of 
the strong influence that  � ad ī th came to have on all Islamic intellectual 
disciplines. 

 Immediately following the subsection on committing knowledge to 
writing is one titled “One who introduces a good or evil  sunna ” ( man sanna 
sunnatan hasanatan aw sayyi’tan ).  43   This subsection includes two variants 
of the report found in the  Musnads  of al- � ay ā lis ī  and A � mad; one does not 
give the context in which the Prophet reportedly said this, the other does. 

 Al-D ā rim ī  ends his introduction with a treatise of  c Abb ā d b. Abb ā d b.al-
Khaww ā�  al-Sh ā m ī , highlighting the blessing of intellect ( al- c aql ) and con-
trasting that with opinion ( ra’y ) and innovation ( bid’a ), which can mislead 
those whose hearts are occupied with them. The answer to this problem is 
following the example of the Prophet and his companions: “the Qur’ ā n is 
the  im ā m  of God’s Messenger (peace and blessings be upon him), and God’s 
Messenger (peace and blessings be upon him) is the  im ā m  of his compan-
ions, and his companions are the  im ā ms  of those who come after them.”  44   
This brings the introduction back to the place where it began, with the idea 
that this  sunna  is the  sunna  of the Prophet and his companions. Al-D ā rim ī ’s 
arrangement of section topics and the reports he includes in the various sec-
tions of the introduction suggest that the nature of  sunna  and its relation to 
  � ad ī th  texts was intimately connected with questions of religious knowledge 
and   � ad ī th  as the source of that knowledge. However, the inclusion of the 
Prophetic reports promising heavenly rewards for anyone who introduces 
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a good  sunna  that is followed by later generations again imparts a degree of 
ambiguity as to who may originate a  sunna . 

 While al-D ā rim ī  began by building up the person and status of the 
Prophet in preparation for dealing with the need to follow the  sunna , the 
next compiler of a  Sunan,  Ibn M ā ja, focuses immediately on the necessity 
of following the Prophetic Sunna ( ittib āᶜ  sunnat ras ū l all ā h ), beginning with 
a report on the authority of Ab ū  Hurayra in which the Prophet says: “Take 
what I command you and abstain from what I forbid you” ( m ā  amartukum 
bihi fa-khudh ū  wa m ā  nahaytukum  c anhu fa-antah ū  ).  45   This report is a para-
phrase of Qur’ ā n 59:7, which al-Sh ā fi cī  used in his arguments in support of 
the obligation to follow all orders of the Prophet beyond what is contained 
in the Qur’ ā n.  46   Other reports in this section paraphrase the Qur’ ā nic asso-
ciation of obedience to the Prophet with obedience to God. Immediately 
following the section of the book under discussion, titled “the Prophetic 
Sunna,” Ibn M ā ja addresses the importance of Prophetic  � ad ī th and harsh-
ness against those who reject them.  47   This too mirrors the earlier arguments 
of al-Sh ā fi cī , who cites one such   � ad ī th  in his challenge to those who ques-
tioned the authority of .   � ad ī th    48   After establishing the importance of the 
Prophetic Sunna and   � ad ī th in this way, Ibn M ā ja continues with sections 
indicating the wariness of the Prophet’s companions in relating   � ad ī th  from 
the Prophet and warning of the serious punishments in store for those who 
lie in reporting   � ad ī th . It is only after dealing with issue related directly to 
Prophetic   � ad ī th  that Ibn M ā ja turns to the  sunna  of the rightly guided 
caliphs. Here, he cites the two variations of  c Irb ā�  b. S ā riya’s report of the 
Prophet’s farewell sermon in which the Prophet mentions both his own 
 sunna  and that of the rightly guided caliphs, as source of guidance for the 
community.  49   Ibn M ā ja also includes a subsection on “One who introduces 
a good or evil  sunna ,” which includes three variants of that report, two 
of which do not mention the context of the Prophet’s words.  50   After this 
is a subsection titled “One who revives a  sunna  that has died out,” ( man 
a � y ā  sunnatan qad um ī tat ). Here Ibn M ā ja includes two variant reports in 
which the Prophet says: “Whoever revives a  sunna  of mine that has died out 
after me will have a reward like that of the people who perform it, without 
diminishing the reward of the people in any way.” While reports in the 
previous subsection distinguish between good and evil  sunna , this report 
contrasts  sunna  with  bid c a  (innovation). Here, he cites a report that is also 
found in  Sunan al-D ā rim ī  , in which there is an emphasis on the Prophetic 
Sunna and the importance of  � ad ī th that is followed by Prophetic reports 
that broaden the definition of  sunna  to include the Prophet’s companions 
and anyone who introduces something that is done by others after him. 

 Following al-D ā rim ī  and Ibn M ā ja in chronological order is the one of 
the most important of the  sunan  collections, that of Ab ū  Daw ū d al-Sijist ā n ī  
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(d. 275 AH/888 CE). Unlike his predecessors, Ab ū . Daw ū d does not begin 
his collection with the topics of  sunna  or   � ad ī th . These come much later 
in the work. The section dealing with hadith comes in the middle of the 
collection, in the “Book of Knowledge ( Kit ā b al- c ilm ).”  51   There is also a 
“Book” dedicated to the topic of Sunna that comes near the end of the 
collection.  52   The treatment of   � ad ī th  within the coverage of   c ilm  suggests 
a further hadithification of knowledge, by portraying knowledge as specifi-
cally religious in nature and establishing a stronger position for   � ad ī th  texts 
as the primary source of religious knowledge. The explicit connection of 
knowledge to   � ad ī th texts is also clear from another section of “the Book 
of Knowledge”—a section on committing   � ad ī th  to writing ( B ā b f ī  Kit ā b   53   
 al- � ad ī th )—relating reports in which the Prophet allowed and/or encour-
aged his companions to write down what they heard him say.  54   Sections 
on the seriousness of attributing lies to the Prophet and speaking without 
knowledge, together with sections on the proper way to learn and teach 
  � ad ī th , including the disapproval of withholding them and the benefits of 
making them public, further strengthen the idea of   � ad ī th  as the primary 
vehicle through which religious knowledge is disseminated. 

 Ab ū  Daw ū d situates his treatment of  sunna  in the context of sectar-
ian divisions, opening his book on the sunna with the report in which 
the Prophet predicts his community will divide into 73 sects.  55   The book 
contains subsections condemning disputes over the Qur’ ā n and following 
the allegorical verses of the Qur’ ā n, along with specific sections dedicated 
to various sects present during Ab ū  Daw ū d’s time. The subsection on the 
necessity of adhering to the  sunna , makes it clear that this means accept-
ing extra-Qur’ ā nic reports by the Prophet’s declaration: “I have been given 
the Qur’an and something like it, yet the time is coming when a satisfied 
man sitting on his couch will say: ‘Keep to the Qur’an; what you find per-
mitted in it treat as permitted, and what you find prohibited in it treat as 
prohibited.”  56   This is a variant of a report also cited earlier by Ibn M ā ja 
and al-Sh ā fi cī  in support of   � ad ī th  as the essential repository of  sunna.  Ab ū  
Daw ū d’s work represents a continuation and expansion on the works of his 
predecessors. As in their works, there is a clear call for adherence to  sunna  
as a means to protect the community. While his predecessors portray the 
 sunna  as protecting from general misguidance, Ab ū  Daw ū d portrays the 
 sunna  as the antidote to sectarian divisions. By addressing the question of 
  � ad ī th  in great detail, including the question of writing and dealing with it 
before and at greater length than the topic of  sunna , Ab ū  Daw ū d’s  Sunan  
represents another stage in the development of the community’s under-
standing of the nature and scope of  sunna  and the increasing importance 
of   � ad ī th  as a necessary vehicle for knowledge of the  sunna.  The  Sunans  
of al-Tirmidh ī  (d. 279 AH/892 CE) and al-Nas ā ’ ī  (d. 303 AH/915 CE) 
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complete the Sunni canon and show even further development of the rela-
tionship between  sunna  and   � ad ī th.  

 Al-Tirmidh ī  does not have a section dedicated specifically to the topic 
of  sunna  and, like Ab ū  Daw ū d, the discussion of   � adith  is dealt with in the 
section on knowledge.  57   Though not as long or exhaustive as those of earlier 
 sunan  works, the section on knowledge contains a selection similar to the 
selection of reports on knowledge and   � ad ī th  found in the  sunan  works 
already discussed. It includes reports that praise seeking knowledge, warn of 
dire consequences for attributing lies to the Prophet, and warn against the 
time when people will claim to follow only what they find in the Qur’ ā n. In 
a subsection on taking up the sunna and avoiding innovation, al- Tirmidh ī  
includes a variant of  c Irb ā�  b. S ā riya’s report on the Prophet’s farewell ser-
mon, in which the Prophet declares his  sunna  and that of the rightly guided 
caliphs to be incumbent upon the community, as a safeguard against inno-
vation; al-Tirmidh ī  declares this  � ad ī th to be   � asan  � a �ī�   (good, sound). 
Following this is a variant of the report on the reward for one who revives 
a  sunna  that has died out, which al-Tirmidh ī  declares to be   � asan  (good).  58   
The content and arrangement of al-Tirmidh ī ’s  Sunan  seems to summarize 
the key issues dealt with at greater length and in greater detail in the earlier 
collections. The latest of the canonized  sunan  collections, that of al-Nas ā ’ ī  
(d. 303 AH/ 915 CE) does not contain sections dedicated to the topics 
of  sunna ,   � ad ī th , or   c ilm , dealing only with the various details of religious 
belief, practice, and law common to all  sunan  and  mu � annaf  collections.  

  The   � a �ī� s  of Al-Bukh ā r ī  and Muslim 

 Predating most of the  sunan  collections, the two   � a �ī� s  reveal key aspects 
of how   � ad ī th  literature meets the legal and doctrinal needs of the Sunni 
Muslim community.  59   The   � a �ī�   al-Bukh ā r ī  (d. 256 AH/870 CE) is con-
sidered the most influential and authoritative book after the Qur ʾā n in 
Sunni Islam. A contemporary of al-D ā rim ī , al-Bukh ā r ī  is said to be the first 
to attempt to develop a system of authentication that could serve to deter-
mine the relative reliability with which such stories might be traced back 
to the Prophet. He does not describe his methodology, but later scholars 
have inferred it from detailed study of al-Bukh ā r ī ’s life and works.  60   It took 
several centuries for his   � a �ī�   to become part of the emerging canon of 
Sunni   � ad ī th  literature. He includes a lengthy section on knowledge ( Kit ā b 
al- c ilm ) near the beginning of the   � a �ī�  , in which he presents Qur’ ā nic 
verses and Prophetic reports that emphasize the merits of knowledge, the 
permissibility of studying with a learned person, and demonstrating how 
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the Prophet taught people, either through direct admonition or in response 
to their questions.  61   Near the end the   � a �ī�   he includes a section titled 
“Adhering to the Book and the Sunna” ( al-i c ti �ā m bil-kit ā b wal-sunna ).  62   
This section includes stories of the four rightly guided caliphs, as well as 
those of the Prophet himself, which highlight the importance of the Qur’ ā n 
and the importance of following the practices of the Prophet. Dealing with 
the issue of knowledge early, immediately after sections on revelation and 
faith, lays the foundation for everything that follows. Placing the discus-
sion of the Book and Sunna at the end, just before the final section on the 
oneness of God, rounds out the work by putting everything that has gone 
before in the context of obeying God and the Prophet. 

 The second work at the center of the Sunni canon is the   � a �ī�   of Muslim 
ibn al- � ajj ā j (d. 261 AH/875 CE). Like al-Bukh ā r ī , Muslim considered a 
report to be sound only if it came through an unbroken chain of trustworthy 
narrators. In the introduction to his   � a �ī�  , Muslim states directly that he 
has compiled the work in response to the keen interest in a collection of the 
Prophet’s sayings on “the practices and rules of the religion” ( sunan al-d ī n 
wa a � k ā mihi ).  63   The overall impression left by his introduction is that, for 
Muslim, the  sunna  is foremost, the  sunna  of the Prophet and is transmitted 
by reports of trustworthy narrators. The structure and organization of the 
two works clearly demonstrate the hadithification of both knowledge and 
 sunna  and highlight the primacy of the Prophet as an originator of  sunna . 

 However, Muslim also includes, in his “Book of Knowledge,” a subsec-
tion on “one who introduces a good  sunna  or an evil  sunna  and one who 
invites to guidance or error” ( man sanna sunnatan  � asanatan aw sayyi’tan wa 
ma da cā  il ā  huda aw  � al ā la ),  64   in which he includes variants of the reports 
found in a number of earlier and later collections. While the introduction 
to Muslim’s   � a �ī�   seemed to clearly associate the  sunna  with the Prophet 
and reports of his words and deeds, this subsection of the  Sa �ī�   introduces 
ambiguity in that regard. Muslim gives no indication that he considers these 
reports problematic. Indeed, given the standards he sets for himself in his 
introduction, he deems these reports reliable.  

  The Word  sunna  in Specific  � ad ī th Texts 

 The ambivalence introduced by the  man sanna sunnatan  reports included 
in both canonical and non-canonical collections of   � ad ī th  is intensified by 
an examination of the usage of the word  sunna  and the related verbs  sanna  
and  istanna  that appear in the texts ( mut ū n ) of individual  � ad ī th reports, 
which, given the importance of the concept, is surprisingly limited. Software 
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advances have made it possible to search for specific words or phrases in 
  � ad ī th  collections on the web in both English and Arabic, and while this is 
in many ways a boon to researchers, search results can be misleading. For 
example, a search for the English term “sunna” at  www.alim.org  includes 
reports in which the word “sunna” is inserted parenthetically by the transla-
tor but does not occur in the original Arabic.  65   However, searching in the 
original Arabic is also problematic. The most comprehensive and flexible 
site for searching  � adith collections in Arabic is  www.al-islam.com ,  66   a site 
maintained by Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Religious Affairs. This site con-
tains the nine most widely recognized Sunni collections of   � ad ī th :   � a �ī�  
al-Bukh ā r ī ,  � a �ī�  Muslim, Sunan Ab ū  Daw ū d, Sunan al-Nas ā ’ ī , Sunan 
al-Tirmidh ī , Sunan Ibn M ā ja, Sunan D ā rim ī , Musnad A � mad,  and  Muwa �� a 
M ā lik,  together with seven later commentaries. A search for the noun  sunna,  
with internal vowels and enclitic prefixes and suffixes, but without case end-
ings displays 125 pages containing nearly 1250 results. Search parameter 
limitations do not allow searching only in particular collections, so this 
number includes not only occurrences in the collections themselves, but 
also in the later commentaries, as well as repetitions of reports throughout 
the collections and repetitions of the particular words within individual 
reports. A search for  sunna’s  closely related verbs in the various possible 
conjugations presents similar challenges. The number of particular occur-
rences in the collections themselves is approximately 200. Many of these are 
repetitions, where individual  � ad ī th are included multiple times in a single 
collection. Although determining the precise number of discrete reports 
containing the word  sunna  or one of its related verbs in some permuta-
tion requires a far more painstaking analysis of the data, a general analysis 
reveals that the term or one of its related verbs occur in only a fraction of 
the thousands of   � ad ī th  in the canonized collections. An examination of the 
reports that contain the word  sunna  or one of its associated verbs shows, not 
surprisingly, that the concept relates to primarily to actions. The actions to 
which concept of  sunna  is applied in the  � ad ī th texts fall into three general 
categories: legal rulings, religious practices, and personal behaviors. 

 The concept of  sunna  in relation to ruling and governance is shown in 
several ways: either quite generally  67   and through stories of Mu � ammad,  68   
or through references to  c Umar  69   either querying or instructing someone 
entrusted with governorship of a province on which sources to consult in 
legal rulings. The sources mentioned are the Qur’ ā n, the  sunna , and either 
consensus or  ijtih ā d . In addition to this general discussion, there are two 
specific types of judgments that are described as  sunna . One is the imposi-
tion of flogging as a punishment. The reports in al-D ā rim ī  and Ibn M ā ja 
do not specify the crime for which the flogging was imposed, but versions 
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of the report in several other collections indicate that the offense was wine 
drinking. All of the reports state that the Prophet and Ab ū  Bakr imposed 
40 lashes and  c Umar imposed 80 and that each is  sunna . According to Ab ū  
Daw ū d, A � mad, and Muslim, the number imposed on the wine drinker 
whose story provides the framework for the discussion of  sunna , received 
40 lashes. Only the report in Muslim expresses an explicit preference for 40, 
which is the Prophetic  sunna .  70   The second specific official ruling described 
as being  sunna  is a case in which a grandmother comes to Ab ū  Bakr inquir-
ing about her share of inheritance. Ab ū  Bakr informs her that the Book of 
God does not give her a share, but he is unsure about the Prophet’s  sunna  
and asks her to return after he has had a chance to consult people. He is 
informed by two other companions that the Prophet awarded grandmoth-
ers one sixth.  71   

 In the realm of personal behaviors, a  sunna  may be good or evil, as reports 
on the reward for instituting a sunna, discussed above, indicate. Variants of 
the reports already discussed are repeated throughout the collections, either 
as a general statement of the Prophet, or in relation to giving in charity, as 
noted above. In addition to being included in general discussions of charity, 
variants of this report are also included in the chapters on the obligatory 
charity,  zakat , in   � a �ī�  Muslim  and  Sunan al-Nas ā ’ ī  .  72   While charity serves 
as the example of a good sunna, which has been established by an unnamed 
man from the An �ā r of Medina,  73   murder serves as the example of an evil 
sunna, which has been established by Cain, who is described in various 
reports as “ awwal man sanna al-qatl”  (the first to establish the sunna of 
killing).  74   

 The most frequent use of the term  sunna  occurs in relation to various 
details of religious rituals: prayer, charity, fasting, and pilgrimage. Of these, 
the fewest reports containing the word  sunna  are those on fasting. These 
reports identify breaking the fast while traveling as a  sunna .  75   Interestingly, 
reports on the details of rituals include not only those things that are  sunna , 
but also those that are “not  sunna ,”  76   demonstrating that the concept of 
 sunna  is used to discourage as well as encourage particular actions. Other 
issues with which the term  sunna  is also associated in the texts of the  � ad ī th 
are personal and social matters such as the proper way to bury the deceased  77   
or the appropriate ways of handling marriage and divorce.  78   

 Among the actions described as  sunna  within the prayer are resting the 
two hands on the knees while bowing, which  c Abd Allah b.  c Umar says is 
“among the  sunna  of prayer” ( min sunnat al- � al ā t ),  79   the sitting on the heels 
between prostrations, which Ibn  c Abbas is quoted as calling “a  sunna  of your 
Prophet” ( sunna nab ī kum ),  80   and keeping the right foot erect while folding 
the left under during the final sitting of the prayer.  81   It is noteworthy that 
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none of the reports contains a description of the Prophet’s actions dur-
ing prayer. Instead, the companions’ declarations are presented as part of 
general discussions on the correct postures in prayer. Moreover, the texts of 
the reports included by Ab ū  Daw ū d do not mention the placement of the 
hands on the knees while bowing. Rather this information appears only in 
Ab ū  Daw ū d’s section title. In addition to specific details of the prayer itself, 
particular types and occasions of prayer are also identified as  sunna , includ-
ing shortening the prayer when traveling,  82   the  witr  prayer,  83   praying two 
 raka c as  individually after arriving at the mosque,  84   and praying two  raka c as  
in congregation during an eclipse.  85   Although it is the only the eclipse prayer 
among these that is presented within a narrative describing the Prophet’s 
own actions, these and other actions related to prayer are instances of  al-
sunna al-fi c liyya , (action oriented  sunna ). An example that can be seen as 
either action oriented  sunna  or verbal  sunna  ( al-sunna al-qawliyya ) related 
to the ritual prayer appears in  Sunan al-Nas ā ’ ī  . When Ibn Shih ā b is asked 
about bathing on Friday, he says it is “a  sunna ” and that S ā lim b.  c Abd All ā h 
told him, on the authority of  c Abd All ā h that “the Prophet talked about it 
from the pulpit.”  86   

 Reports in relation to oth the lesser and the greater pilgrimages are both 
action oriented  sunna  and verbal  sunna  ( al-sunna al-qawliyya ), as they pres-
ent both the Prophet’s own actions and his instructions to his followers. For 
example, the Prophet reportedly instructed that those who were prevented 
from completing  � ajj could fulfill  c Umra by circumambulating the Sacred 
House and going between   af ā ’ and Marwa.  87   The Prophet is also cited as 
giving specific instructions on the how to properly slaughter the sacrificial 
animals.  88   As in the case of reports discussing the  sunna  of ritual prayer, the 
discussions of  � ajj-related matters are frequently declarations that some-
thing is a  sunna , rather than an actual narration of the words or actions of 
the Prophet himself. For example, a report in al-Bukh ā r ī  cites Ibn  c Umar 
as instructing a man to slaughter his sacrificial camel “standing and bound, 
according to the  sunna  of Mu � ammad.”  89   

 The relationship between personal behavior and religious observance is 
also highlighted in the use of the term  sunna.  According to one of the most 
widely repeated sayings attributed to the Prophet, “whoever dislikes my 
sunna is not of me” ( man raghiba  c an sunnat ī  fa laysa minn ī  ). The context 
in which the Prophet is said to have uttered this declaration provides key 
information about the nature of  sunna.  Some of the Prophet’s companions 
decided to give up food during day, sleep during the night, and marital 
relations, in favor of a life devoted to fasting and prayer. When the Prophet 
heard of this, he said, “I stand [in prayer] and I sleep; I fast and I break fast; 
and I marry women. Whoever dislikes my  sunna  is not of me.”  90   These 
reports emphasize the quality of moderation in religious observance as a 
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type of  sunna , nuancing the understanding of  sunna  to include not only 
actions, but the qualities of character those actions embody.  

  Conclusion 

 As the foregoing analysis of key texts shows, in spite of the hadithification of 
 sunna  and the sunnification of   � adith  that occurred over the course of the first 
several Hijr ī  centuries, the concept of  sunna  was initially linked to the actions 
of the Prophet and others and also to the character qualities those actions 
embody, such as attitudes of charity and moderation. Over time, the Muslim 
community granted higher status to the words, deeds, and attitudes of the 
Prophet over those of others, developing the concept of the Prophetic Sunna 
and granting that Sunna the status of a secondary form of divine inspiration, 
or  wa � y . The shift from memorization and recitation to books as the means 
of preserving and disseminating information that occurred in the third/ninth 
century led to emergence of   � ad ī th  collections. Collections arranged by topics 
( mu � annaf ), transmitters ( musnad ), and Prophetic practices ( sunan ) emerged 
in order to meet the needs of scholars and jurists seeking to answer questions 
of faith and practice for the Muslim community.   � ad ī th  became an indis-
pensable repository of religious knowledge, in particular, knowledge of the 
Prophetic  Sunna.  As such,   � ad ī th  collections came to be the vehicle through 
which later generations of Muslims access that knowledge. Together, these 
factors blurred the distinction that earlier scholars had drawn between  sunna  
as action, in particular, the words and deeds of the Prophet Mu � ammad, and 
  � ad ī th  texts, leading to the commonplace conflation of   � ad ī th  and  sunna  in 
popular consciousness. The size and scope of collections, the specific reports 
the compilers include, the subject headings under which reports are placed, 
and the arrangement of sections and subsections clearly demonstrate the 
hadithification of both  sunna  and knowledge and the primacy of the Prophet 
Muhammad as the originator of  sunna . However, the impression given by 
the limited occurrences of the word  sunna  and its related verbs in the texts 
( mut ū n ) of individual   � ad ī th  reports is often at odds with the impression 
given by structure, organization and even titles of the collections. While the 
Prophet is often designated as the originator of  sunna , so are the Ab ū  Bakr, 
 c Umar, and the rightly guided caliphs. The greatest ambiguity, however, is 
introduced by the Prophet’s declaration about “whoever establishes a  sunna ” 
( man sanna sunnatan ), found in both canonical and non-canonical collec-
tions, including Muslim’s   � a �ī� .  What remains consistent throughout is the 
idea of  sunna  as precedent, whether it is a practice, character quality, or atti-
tude, that is established by someone and then emulated by others.  
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